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‘Whatever you get by achieving your goals is not 
nearly as important as what you become by 

working towards your goals.’
©SugarySixPack

http://www.sugarysixpack.com/
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Welcome to GFG round two! As with round one this is something that can 

be used again and again to continue a healthy, fitness oriented lifestyle!

The guide can be made to fit your life and can be done without a gym or 

any fancy equipment. All you need are some dumbbells! The guide is 

designed with rep-interval workouts so that it adjusts to you as you get 

fitter and stronger.

*During the intervals you want to go quickly with as little rest as possible 

but be sure to always go at a pace that allows you to keep good form. 

Form over speed!

*Remember, if you start to get tired just slow down your pace. Ideally you 

will be working the whole interval but it’s ok to take small breaks if you 

need them! 

After finishing a full 12 week round of the guide I recommend taking an 

active recovery week where you still workout but not as hardcore :D that 

way you’ll be ready and rested to beast another 12 weeks! 

The GFG is designed to challenge you. You may also want to challenge 

yourself with heavier weights as you complete more rounds of the guide!

For an easy way to time the circuits there are a ton of different [and free] 

HIIT apps on the iPhone and Android app store!



A few things have changed here to keep you making progress and 

excited for your workouts! Because having a workout plan that keeps 

you engaged and excited is just as important as one that keeps your 

body guessing.

Challenge Workouts: 

GFG round two has a challenge workout weekly rather than every third 

week! There are a few different formats (so be sure to read the 

instructions at the top) for these but they’re going to keep your body 

guessing and spice things up a bit each week! 

Power Weeks:

These weeks are an amazing way to track your progress and challenge 

your body in a different way. You’ll complete the Power Week three 

times though the 12 weeks! A nice little bonus on these weeks is a mid 

week abs only day, it serves a purpose so be sure to take advantage of 

it with some light yoga, stretching and foam rolling for recovery but 

not an intense HIIT! 

The added recovery day is a chance for you body to catch up on rest 

& recover with all the training you’ve been doing, so take it! Your body 

gains strength and builds lean muscle from your workouts while 

resting!
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All exercise programs are not meant for everyone, If you have any medical 

issues that you are concerned about talk to your doctor before starting any 

program. As with all workout programs or routines there is a possibility of 

physical injury and workouts are done at the users own risk.

This program is not meant for people who have never exercised before, It’s 

a fun but intense workout guide. If you have never done any working out 

before and bought this program anyways you may need to modify the 

workouts by adding more rest to the sets or even cutting out the second 

round of each circuit

With that being said, these workouts are beneficial for a wide range of 

fitness levels because they are based on a combination of timed intervals 

and reps, allowing you to get more out of each workout as your fitness 

level increases throughout the month! Which is awesome! The more effort 

you put into them, the better results you will get!
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The workouts in this guide are designed to burn fat and build muscle to 

get you lean and strong.

You’ll have a total body and lower body day that will be made up of 8 

superset circuits that are 3 minutes and 55 seconds long with a 25 second 

rest between each set and an upper body and core/cardio day of 8 

supersets that are 3 minutes and 25 seconds long with a 20 second rest 

between each set. This is shown on the next page.

Directions for every workout are at the top of the page.

Say the first set includes 10 jump squats and 16 step ups. You go back and 

forth between those 2 moves until the 3 minutes and 55 seconds are 

over. After that you get a short break and you’re on to the next superset! 

There are 4 supersets per workout. Once you’ve made it through all of 

them you start back at the beginning and go through a second time. 

On the days when you aren't doing a circuit you’ll be doing some sort of 

cardio and abs. You can choose which method of cardio best suits you! 

This is explained on the Cardio Days Explained Page. An ab circuit for 

each of the cardio days is given in the guide. 

Now for the weekly challenges! These are explained more later but they’re 

workouts that are formatted differently meant to challenge your body and 

keep it guessing. It’s also a nice way to have some variety throughout the 

guide to stay engaged!

Power weeks are also added throughout the guide on weeks These are 

an awesome way to track your progress. 

Be sure to take your progress pictures every 4th week! 
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Directions for timing of 

each circuit are found at 

the top
What week 

of the guide 

you’re on

Each 

exercise 

name and 

reps can 

be found 

here

The two 

moves 

across from 

each other  

make up a 

‘set’

Any special 

directions 

can be 

found here

This is where you can see if there is an optional 

second workout that day and what you’ll be 

doing tomorrow

*Switch back and forth between the 

paired exercises in the ‘set’ until time is 

up. More detailed explanation HERE
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Be sure to warm up before each workout! A warmup is an important 

transition from our normal lives to our workout. 

It helps to prevent injuries by warming up the muscles and gets us ready 

for the workout by getting our heart rate up and adjusted to a higher 

activity level. 

A warmup also allows us to get the most out of every workout because 

our body isn’t using the first set to get ready and warm.

If you aren’t sure what to do you can find warm ups in your members area!

Generally you want to warm the muscles that you will be using during the 

workout. So, an easy warm up would be to go through an unweighted or 

very light few reps of each exercise in the workout. 

You could also do 8-10 body weight reps of the weighted movements then 

6-8 reps of the plyometric exercises in the workout for a warm up followed 

by any stretches that help you to be ready to workout. 
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Each week you have two cardio days. On these days you are given an ab 

circuit to complete but cardio is your choice. Take the opportunity to do 

something you enjoy! Whether it be spin class, interval sprints, a HIIT 

from my YouTube, one you create or one of the options in the back of 

the guide. Below are some options and guidelines for HIIT choices:

Choose intervals between 30 – 50 seconds with 10 – 20 seconds rest and 

go for 15-25 minutes. In general the harder and longer you’re working 

during the interval, the more rest you take.

There are tons of ways to do interval running! Choose a set time or 

distance (ex: 20 second all out sprint or 100 meters up hill) for your 

interval and allow yourself some rest after completing it. In general, your 

rests will be longer here than during Bodyweight HIIT workouts. If you 

sprint all out for 30 seconds, you can give yourself 30 seconds to recover 

so that you can give that same effort on the next interval. When doing 

sprints/hard running intervals in the 20-40 second range aim for 8-14 

reps. Going up as your fitness increases!

There are tons of different ways you can get intervals in. The interval time 

will vary depending on the activity. The main goal here is that you are 

working hard during each interval. You should be out of breath and 

ready to have a break before the end of the interval. Try various times, 

breaks and activities! Just remember, interval training is short because it’s 

intense!
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When picking a weight for your workouts, you want to be sure that it’s a 

good balance between challenging yourself and keeping good form.

You want to be tired and ‘feeling it’ in your muscles by the last few reps 

but again, always being able to complete them without losing form is the 

number one priority! Form keeps you safe and your workouts effective!

During plyometric exercises the weight is optional. If you didn’t go 

through The Get Fit Guide round 1, you should start by adding a light 

weight to one of the plyometric exercises per workout for the first few 

weeks!

If you find yourself struggling with an exercise during a set, rather than 

stopping try to modify! Here are a few general rules for modifying 

exercises:

*Push ups/press ups can be done on both knees/one knee.

*Movements on all 4’s (mountain climbers, hop ins etc.) can be 

done raised: with arms on the seat of a chair rather than floor.

*Step ups/high taps/step overs can all be done on a lower 

step/stool at first.

*If you start to struggle, going down in weight mid workout is ok! 

You’ll keep getting stronger each workout!
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Every Wednesday there is an option for active rest. I suggest taking this 

on weeks when you’re feeling run down or just need a little break!

Active rest is a day when you give your body a chance to recover and 

rest but you don’t lay around and watch TV or not move the whole time! 

It can be day of some light yoga or stretching, foam rolling, an easy and 

relaxing walk, anything you want that will help your body recover.

*You want an activity that is easy on your body but still gets it moving! 

This is a great choice if you’re incredibly sore. Doing won’t help the 

soreness go away but an active rest day will!

Recovery is a very important part of getting fit and staying healthy! Rest is 

necessary for progress! 

*I suggest one day completely left for recovery because I believe it is 

absolutely necessary! We need a day to rest, recover and relax so we can 

give our all in the next week of workouts.

*It’s also important to warm up before each workout and take some time 

after to cool down and stretch! 

*Foam rolling is another great way to promote muscle recovery!
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The way we eat has an incredible impact on the way we feel and the way 

we train. Eating nourishing and healthy food will help your body to recover 

quicker, build muscle and burn fat more effectively and efficiently. 

For your best results stick to foods that are real. As a general rule it’s best 

to avoid packaged, overly processed food that’s full of ingredients you 

can’t read or pronounce. 

Things like meats/vegetarian protein sources, veggies, and fruits along 

with some nuts, seeds and whole grains will be your best bet for staying 

lean and healthy!

That being said, I strongly believe a balanced approach to fitness is 

important! Don’t make yourself miserable for the sake of never eating 

another cookie, piece of candy or whatever not so nourishing thing it is 

you love.  

When you are consistent with your nutrition and fitness habits a few treats 

here and there are always ok! It’s all about finding a balance between 

health, fitness and happiness! It’s gotta work for you!

Check out The Get Fit Food Guide for healthy eating tips, easy recipes 
and tons of information to make healthy choices easier!

http://www.sugarysixpack.com/product/the-get-fit-food-guide/


Healthy Mind:
A healthy mind is just as important as a healthy body! It will make your 

fitness journey and life much more enjoyable. Tiny habits like these can make 

a huge difference. These are a few super quick positivity activities that I find 

helpful and wanted to share with you!

1. Setting Intentions: Try setting an intention for each workout. When 

things get tough, it can help push you through.

2. Affirmations: When done consistently this can have a huge impact on 

your thinking! Pick something meaningful to you and any time you 

have a negative thought, doubt yourself or are just feeling down, 

repeat your affirmation.  Ex:  I am strong, I am enough. 

3. Grateful Days: Each morning list 3 things that you’re grateful for. It can 

be anything small or big!

4. Positive Sleep: Every night before falling asleep list (mentally or on 

paper) 3 things that went well that day. It can be anything as small as 

doing 1 extra squat during your interval to eating well all day. Anything 

that you feel good about from your day!

5. Why you started: When you’re feeling like you want to skip a workout, 

or you’re lacking motivation, take a second to remember why you 

started this journey, why you want this, and what it means to you. And 

if all else fails, turn your mind off, start the timer and just go! :D

6. What went well: Post workout take a minute to reflect on the 

awesomeness your mind & body just accomplished! Mental pat on the 

back for killing it!
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Having goals is a great way to stay motivated! The workouts in this guide 

are designed to get you fit, healthy, strong and feeling awesome! But we 

also all have our own personal goals. Having them written down 

somewhere and looking at them daily is an awesome way to stay focused!

Specific Know exactly what your goals is & how to get there. 

Measurable Be sure you can tell when you’ve reached it!

Attainable Big enough to be a challenge but not so big that it’s 

unachievable in your time frame.

Rewarding Make sure it matters to you!

Time bound When do you want to achieve this by?

You can have as many or as few as you want. It’s totally up to you.

My goals:

1.

2.

3.

Throughout this guide it’s important to know that you CAN do it. You 

have what it takes to get your goals, feel amazing about yourself and be 

fit, healthy and strong. I believe in you and you should too! 

Make your goals S.M.A.R.T!
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✓ Videos for each exercise. 

✓ Quick warm up videos.

✓ Any new information about the guide and how to access any updates. 

✓ A place to contact me! I’m always happy to hear from you or answer 

any questions you may have.

✓ The members forum where you can ask questions and meet other 

people going through the Get Fit Guide!

✓ A back up download for the GFG in case something happens!

The username and password that you made when purchasing this book 

are an awesome resource to use! Here’s some of what you’ll find there:
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Progress pictures are the best when it 

comes to seeing how far you’ve come on 

your fitness journey. The scale can’t tell 

you how much lean muscle you have or 

how amazing you feel so ditch the scale 

and be sure to track your journey with 

pictures!

Take one at the start of every month!

Be sure to send them to me at

sugarysixpack@gmail.com!

And of course, continue to hashtag

#TheGetFitGuide & #GFGJourney on Instagram!

I LOVE following along!

Try your best to have on similar 

clothing and stand in a similar pose 

when taking these! :)

mailto:sugarysixpack@gmail.com


Here’s an example of about what your week should look like!

Sunday: Off or some light stretching and foam rolling!

Monday: Lower body

Tuesday: Upper Body

Wednesday: Abs & Cardio 

Thursday: Total Body

Friday: Abs & Cardio

Saturday: Challenge Day

Glute Circuit

Upper Burnout

Glute Circuit

18

This can be an active rest day if you need it!



12 Squat Side Kicks

8 Sumo Pulse Squats 12 Heel Tap Squats

14 Front Lunges

10 Squat Pops

12 Sumo Cross

18 Skaters

14 Bell Squats

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g Tomorrow: Upper Body
19

Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements

*Side to side, 

each is a rep



Each set: 3:25

Between sets :20

Repeat sets 1-4 twice

12 Sphinx Plank Pops 13 Tri Dips

18 Hop In Hop Ups 

8 Weighted Swim Burpees 10 Lat Backs

10 Wide Rows

20 Plank Tucks8 Knee to Elbow Press Ups

Today Optional : Upper Burnout 3 (p.99)   g Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio
20

*Each is hop 1 rep

Alternate sides on single sided movements



50 seconds work :10 seconds break

x2 Rounds

Starfish

Plank Cross

Bicycles

Scissors

Tomorrow: Total Body and Optional Glute Circuit
21

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



14 Sumo Reverse Press

14 Lunge & Rows 16 In & Out Squats

10 Curl to Press Squats

10 Pulse Squats

10 High Pulse Hops

12 Sumo Jumps

10 Plyo Push Ups

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g    Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio
22

*Each squat is 1 rep

Alternate sides on single sided movements

Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 



Rest up to 20 seconds after a round

x2 Rounds

23

20 Heel Pops

30 Bike Legs

16 Hip Hops

20 Reverse Crunches

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106

Today: HIIT Cardio g Tomorrow: Challenge Day



Ladder Challenge:

How fast can you complete the ladder?

Do each exercise for 10 reps, then 9, then 8.. 

All the way down to 1 rep!

Sumo Pops Squat Front Raises

Military Press Tucks

Sumo Upright Rows

Tomorrow: Rest & Recovery! Add some stretching & foam rolling!

Pulse Lunges R&L

24

(2)

(1)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
Sphinx Plank Burpees



14 Crescent Chairs

12 Squat Marches 13 Sumo Jacks

14 Side Lunges

14 Step Ups

13 Squat Jacks

30 Step Overs

12 Squat Crunches

25

Alternate sides on single sided movements

Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g Tomorrow: Upper Body



20 Plank Jack Pops

8 Side Curl to Press

10 Bent Flys

10 Kick & Curls

30 Bell Planks

26

Today Optional : Upper Burnout 1 (p.97)       g Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio

10 Pike Push Pops

10 Chair Flys10 Pop Rows

Each set: 3:25

Between sets :20

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 



7 Minutes non stop!

20 Hip Lifts

30 Legs Up Twists

12 Roll Ups

20 Knee To Elbow Planks

27Tomorrow: Total Body and Optional Glute Circuit

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



Each set: 3:50 

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice.

10 Squat Combos

10 Sumo Pops

10 Weighted Burpee Jacks10 Squat to Swimmers Press

14 In & Out Climbers

25 Plank Jacks

12 Chair Jacks

16 Step Up Curls

28

Alternate sides on single sided movements

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g    Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio



Up to 20 seconds rest after a round

x2 Rounds

29

12 Clam Planks R&L

14 Wood Chops

20 Hip Swivels

30 Russian Twists (weight optional) 

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106

Today: HIIT Cardio g Tomorrow: Challenge Day



Round Rev Rest Challenge

Complete all 8 exercises in order

Rest 30 seconds after a full round

x 4 rounds

10 Anterior Reach Lunges R&L

30 Close Press Jacks

10 Military Press Ups

10 Split Squats R&L

12 Pause Burpees

30Tomorrow: Rest & Recovery! Add some stretching & foam rolling!

8  Shift Squats R&L

15 Wide Bridges
(2)

(1)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7) (8)14 In & Out Squats
*Each squat is 1 rep



14 Curtsey Lunges

15 Close Bridges 30 Step Up Hops

10 Sumo Squats

16 Step Back Lunges

10 Weighted Burpee Hops

12 Lunge Squat Lunges

12 Chair to Sumos

31

Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements

*Each squat or lunge is 1 rep

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g Tomorrow: Upper Body

*Each squat or 

lunge is 1 rep



8 Press & Rows

30 Press Jacks7 Curl Side Curls

10 OVHD Tris

10 Tri Kicks

13 Tri Dips

20 Plank Tucks

10 Weighted Burpees

32

Today Optional : Upper Burnout 2 (p.98)       g    Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio

Each set: 3:25

Between sets :20

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

*1 press + 1 row is 1 rep

*A curl both ways is 1 rep



45 seconds per exercise.

5 seconds rest.

x2 Rounds

Tap Backs

Planks

Tap Crunches

Reverse Crunches

V Ups

33Tomorrow: Total Body B Optional Glute Circuit

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



10 Pause Burpees

12 Chair Extensions 30 Bell Planks

16 Curtsey Curls 14 Squat Jack Press

14 Sumo Jumps

14 Squat Twists10 Sumo Front Raises

34

Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g    Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio

*Each squat is 1 rep



Complete as many rounds as 

possible in 6 Minutes!

35

12 Sprinters

16 Clap Crunches

12 Extended Crunches

Today: HIIT Cardio g Tomorrow: Challenge Day

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



Minute Master Challenge

50 seconds per move : 10 seconds rest

5 rounds

Switch Squats

Skaters

Bell SquatsSingle Thrusters

Weighted Burpee Hops

Step Up Curls

36Tomorrow: Rest & Recovery! Add some stretching & foam rolling!

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)



Welcome to Power Week! This week’s workouts will be in a different format than 

the usual GFG circuits. They’re going to help keep your body guessing 

throughout the GFG and help to keep your progress coming!

These weeks are also going to be a great way to see how far you’ve come. If 

you keep track of what you get done in each circuit you’ll see how you progress 

through the GFG!

There’s also an extra ‘rest’ day where you’ll only be doing abs! Take advantage 

of it by adding some extra foam rolling, stretching or relaxed yoga!

Enjoy! 

Power week can be found starting on p. 85!

37
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Progress pictures are the best when it 

comes to seeing how far you’ve come 

on your fitness journey. The scale can’t 

tell you how much lean muscle you 

have or how amazing you feel so ditch 

the scale and be sure to track your 

journey with pictures!

Be sure to send them to me at

sugarysixpack@gmail.com!

And of course, continue to hashtag

#TheGetFitGuide & #GFGJourney on Instagram!

I LOVE following along!

Try your best to have on similar 

clothing and stand in a similar pose 

when taking these! :)

mailto:sugarysixpack@gmail.com


Sunday: Off or some light stretching and foam rolling!

Monday: Lower body

Tuesday: Upper Body

Wednesday: Abs & Cardio

Thursday: Total Body

Friday: Abs & Cardio

Saturday: Challenge Day

40

Glute Circuit

Upper Burnout

Glute Circuit

This can be an active rest day if you need it!



18 Sit Squats

18 Walk Overs 10 High Pulse Hops

16 Side Lunges

12 Shift Squats

14 Sumo Jacks

14 Plyo Lunges

14 Spin Squats

41

Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements

*Each squat is 1 rep. Weight is mainly in 

one leg with the other as support.

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g Tomorrow: Upper Body



10 Press Up Tuck Ins

11 Pop Rows

10 Upright Rows

11 Wide Rows

11 Lat Backs

20 Pike Heel Pops

12 Sphinx Plank Burpees

42

Today Optional : Upper Burnout 4 (p.100)    g Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio

10 Front Raises

Each set: 3:25

Between sets :20

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 



Complete as many rounds as 

possible in 8 minutes!!

26 Scissor Crunches

10 Roll Ups

20 V Twists

20 Plank Cross

15 Heel Pops

43Tomorrow: Total Body and Optional Glute Circuit

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



12 Sphinx Plank Pops

12 Squat Side Kicks 14 Tri Dip Crunches

14 Front Lunge Press

12 Squat Curls

16 Sumo Cross

10 Burpee Push Ups

26 V Climbers

44

Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g    Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio



Rest 15 seconds after a round

x2 rounds

45

40 Legs Up Twists

40 Penguins

16 Leg Climbers

Today: HIIT Cardio g Tomorrow: Challenge Day

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



800 Rep Challenge!

How quickly can you get through 800 reps

of these single sided moves? (4 rounds)

Complete rep count for R & L

12 Split Squats R&L

16 Single Leg Bridges R&L
16 Side Plank Rows R&L

16 Step Hops R&L

12 Single Rows R&L

16 Curtsey Lunges R&L

46

8 Switch Rows R&L

Tomorrow: Rest & Recovery! Add some stretching & foam rolling!

12 Split Squat Hops R&L

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)



16 Crescent Chairs

12 Shift Squats 16 Tuck Jumps

14 Chair Squats

12 Sumo Squats

18 Weighted Drop Lunges

10 Weighted Burpee Jacks

14 Squat Twists

47

Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements

*Each squat is 1 rep. Weight is mainly in 

one leg with the other as support.

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g Tomorrow: Upper Body



10 Weighted Burpees

20 Pike Jacks

13 Pike Push Pops

11 Chair Flys

12 Kick & Curls

40 Mountain Climbers

8 Press & Rows

48
Today Optional : Upper Burnout 5 (p.101)   g Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio

12 Burpees

Each set: 3:25

Between sets :20

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 



1 Minute per Move

Rest up to 20 seconds after a round

x1 Rounds

Bike Legs

Tap Crunches

Starfish

V Roll Ups

Plank

49
Tomorrow: Total Body and Optional Glute Circuit

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



12 Sumo Upright Rows

10 Military Press Tucks 14 Squat Jacks

18 Lunge & Curls

12 Squat Pops

14 Chair Jacks

14 Sumo Jumps

14 Sumo Press Jacks

50

Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g    Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio



45 seconds work

10 seconds break

x2 Rounds

51

Plank Reaches R & L

Leg Raise Pops

Plank Cross

Today: HIIT Cardio g Tomorrow: Challenge Day

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



Burnout Challenge

Complete the paired exercises 

with no rest between. 

Rest 20 seconds after each pair. 

x 4 rounds

14 Squat Pops

16 Single Thrusters 12 Squat Jack Press

16 Crescent Chairs

16 Front Lunge Press

12 Squat Jumps

12 Chair Jacks

16 Plyo Lunges

52Tomorrow: Rest & Recovery! Add some stretching & foam rolling!

*Weight optional

*Weight optional

*Alternate sides

*Alternate press sides

*Alternate sides



14 Pulse Lunges

18 Step Ups

14 Squat Jumps16 Close Bridges

10 Squats 32 Step Up Hops

14 Squat Crunches

14 Sumo Jacks

53

Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g Tomorrow: Upper Body



12 Raised Sphinx Planks

28 Pop Overs

36 V Climbers12 Reverse Rows

12 Bent Rows

11 Bent Flys

36 Close Press Jacks

10 Knee to Elbow Press Ups

54

Today Optional : Upper Burnout 1 (p.97)      g Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio

Each set: 3:25

Between sets :20

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements



50 seconds per move

As little rest as possible

x2 Rounds

Hip Lifts

Bicycles

Side Planks R&L

Reverse Crunches

55
Tomorrow: Total Body B Optional Glute Circuit

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



12 Chair Extensions

12 Sumo Pops 12 Switch Rows

14 Sumo Reverse Press

10 Pause Burpees

25 Plank Jacks

24 Pike Ins

12 Weighted Burpee Hops

56

Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g    Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio



As many rounds as possible 

in 8 minutes
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30 Scissor Crunches

20 Knee to Elbow Planks

20 Pop Crunches

26 Hip Swivels

Today: HIIT Cardio g Tomorrow: Challenge Day

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



Timed Challenge

Set your timer for 30 minutes

and see how many rounds of this single sided

challenge you can get in!

10 Side Plank Rows R&L

12 Split Squat Hops R&L

10 Sit Squat Press R&L

8 Lunge & Rows R&L

10 Side Step Ups R&L

12 Knee Drive Lunges R&L

58
Tomorrow: Rest & Recovery! Add some stretching & foam rolling!

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)



Welcome to Power Week! This week’s workouts will be in a different format than 

the usual GFG circuits. They’re going to help keep your body guessing 

throughout the GFG and help to keep your progress coming!

These weeks are also going to be a great way to see how far you’ve come! If 

you keep track of what you get done in each circuit you’ll see how you progress 

from week 13 to week 25!

There’s also an extra ‘rest’ day where you’ll only be doing abs! Take advantage 

of it by adding some extra foam rolling, stretching or relaxed yoga!

Power week can be found starting on p. 85!
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Progress pictures are the best when it 

comes to seeing how far you’ve come 

on your fitness journey. The scale can’t 

tell you how much lean muscle you 

have or how amazing you feel so ditch 

the scale and be sure to track your 

journey with pictures!

Be sure to send them to me at

sugarysixpack@gmail.com!

And of course, continue to hashtag

#TheGetFitGuide & #GFGJourney on Instagram!

I LOVE following along!

Try your best to have on similar 

clothing and stand in a similar pose 

when taking these! :)

mailto:sugarysixpack@gmail.com


Sunday: Off or some light stretching and foam rolling!

Monday: Lower body

Tuesday: Upper Body

Wednesday: Abs & Cardio

Thursday: Total Body

Friday: Abs & Cardio

Saturday: Challenge Day

62

Glute Circuit

Upper Burnout

Glute Circuit

This can be an active rest day if you need it!



16 Crescent Chairs

12 Wide Stance Squats 18 Weighted Drop Lunges

20 Curtsey Lunges

18 Front Lunges

14 Heel Tap Squats

16 In & Out Squats

14 Squat Jumps

63

Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements

*Each squat is 1 rep

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g Tomorrow: Upper Body



12 Press Up Tuck Ins

30 Plank Jack Pops

12 Switch Rows

12 Front Raises

12 Kick & Curls

12 Upright Rows

14 Pike Push Pops

64
Today Optional : Upper Burnout 5 (p.101)    g Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio

36 Split Press

Each set: 3:25

Between sets :20

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 



7 Minutes Non-Stop

12 Hip Taps R & L

20 Knee To Elbow Planks

12 V Ups

20 Reverse Crunch Pops

14 Single Vs

65Tomorrow: Total Body B Optional Glute Circuit

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



12 Sumo Front Raises

11 Squat to Swimmers Press 22 Skaters

12 Squat Combos

18 Curtsey Curls

9 Press & Rows

16 Bell Squats

34 Step Overs
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Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g    Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio



Rest 15 seconds after a round.

x2 Rounds
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14 Plank Reach R & L

16 Wood Chops

20 Pop Crunches

Today: HIIT Cardio g Tomorrow: Challenge Day

16 Sprinters

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



Pulse Taps R &L

Heel Taps Sumos

Curl to Press SquatsPress Up Tuck Ins

OVHD Switch Lunges R & L

Burpee Tucks

Ladder Challenge:

How fast can you complete the ladder?

Do each exercise for 12 reps, then 11, then 10.. 

All the way down to 1 rep!

68
Tomorrow: Rest & Recovery! Add some stretching & foam rolling!

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)



12 Pulse Squats

18 Side Lunges

15 Lunge Squat Lunges 

20 Step Back Lunges

13 Sumo Squats

12 Heel Tap Sumos

16 Spin Squats

18 Plyo Lunges
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Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g Tomorrow: Upper Body



12 Pop Rows

30 Plank Tucks

12 OVHD Tris

12 Tri Kicks

10 Curl Side Curls

12 Reverse Rows

12 Raised Sphinx Planks

70
Today Optional : Upper Burnout 4 (p.100)     g Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio

15 In & Out Climbers

Each set: 3:25

Between sets :20

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 



:45 seconds work

:8 seconds break

x 2 Rounds

Penguins

Scissor Crunches

Hip Swivels

Leg Climbers

Knee Circle Planks
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Tomorrow: Total Body B Optional Glute Circuit

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



18 Step Up Curls

18 Close Bridges 34 Step Up Hops

18 Lunge & Curls

12 Switch Squats

20 Pike Heel Pops

16 Squat Jack Press

20 Pike Jacks
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Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements

*All squats are 1 rep

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g    Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio



1 minute per move

As little rest as possible

x 2 Rounds

73

Legs Up Twists

Roll Ups

Heel Pops

Plank

Today: HIIT Cardio g Tomorrow: Challenge Day

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



How quickly can you get through

4 rounds?

12 Squat Curls

12 Anterior Reach Lunges R & L

14 Sphinx Plank Burpees

12 Split Squat Curls R&L

12 Chair Extensions

12 Weighted Burpee Jacks

74
Tomorrow: Rest & Recovery! Add some stretching & foam rolling!

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)



14 Pulse Lunges

20 Sit Squats 34 Step Overs

12 Squat Side Kicks

12 Squat Marches

20 Weighted Drop Lunges

12 Heel Tap Squats

12 High Pulse Hops

75

Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g Tomorrow: Upper Body



10 Weighted Swim Burpees

11 Press & Rows

16 Tri Dip Crunches

12 Kick & Curls

12 Lat Backs 25 Pike Heel Pops

30 Pop Overs12 Bent Rows
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Today Optional : Upper Burnout 2 (p.98)      g Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio

Each set: 3:25

Between sets :20

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements



9 Minutes Non Stop

12 Extended Crunches

16 V Twists

30 Tap Backs

16 Hip Hops

15 Clap Crunches 

77
Tomorrow: Total Body B Optional Glute Circuit

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



16 Lunge & Rows

20 Walk Overs

15 Sumo Press Jacks

16 Single Thrusters

12 Sumo Upright Rows

12 Plyo Push Ups

15 Sumo Crosses

10 Knee to Elbow Press Ups

78

Each set: 3:50

Between sets :25

Repeat sets 1-4 twice. 

Alternate sides on single sided movements

Today Optional : Glute circuit p.92-96 g    Tomorrow: Abs & Cardio



50 seconds work 

10 seconds break

x3 Rounds

79

Scissors

Bicycles

Penguins

Today: HIIT Cardio g Tomorrow: Challenge Day

Don’t forget your HIIT! Your choice or one of the options on page 102-106



10 Split Squats R&L

20 Plank Tucks

8 Press Ups

14 Skate Squats R&L

10 Curtsey Curls R&L

10 Step Ups R&L

80
Tomorrow: Rest & Recovery! Add some stretching & foam rolling!

*Each skate/squat is 1 rep

Round Rev Rest Challenge

Complete all 8 exercises in order

Rest 30 seconds after a full round

x 4 rounds

10 Sumo Pulse Squats 

10 Side Curl to Press

(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(7) (8)



Welcome to Power Week! This week’s workouts will be in a different format than 

the usual GFG circuits. They’re going to help keep your body guessing 

throughout the GFG and help to keep your progress coming!

These weeks are also going to be a great way to see how far you’ve come! If 

you keep track of what you get done in each circuit you’ll see how you progress 

from week 13 to week 24!

There’s also an extra ‘rest’ day where you’ll only be doing abs! Take advantage 

of it by adding some extra foam rolling, stretching or relaxed yoga!

Power week can be found starting on p. 85!
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Progress pictures are the best 

when it comes to seeing how far 

you’ve come on your fitness 

journey. The scale can’t tell you 

how much lean muscle you have 

or how amazing you feel so ditch 

the scale and be sure to track 

your journey with pictures!

Be sure to send them to me at

sugarysixpack@gmail.com!

And of course, continue to hashtag

#TheGetFitGuide & #GFGJourney on Instagram!

I LOVE following along!

Try your best to have on similar 

clothing and stand in a similar pose 

when taking these! :)

mailto:sugarysixpack@gmail.com
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You just crushed 12 weeks of killer workouts! Be sure to send your 

progress pictures to SugarySixPack@gmail.com! 

…So what’s next? 

The GFG can be repeated time and time again, for as long as you want 

to! 

If you want tips for blending rounds 1 & 2 head to the next page!

Before starting a second round I recommend taking a few days to a 

week of active recovery. Similar to an active rest day, the emphasis is on 

giving your body a chance to recover but not by lying on the couch and 

getting stiff! 

This is a week of lighter workouts focused on things like yoga, 

stretching, and foam rolling. These days are going to be based on how 

you and your body feel so the workouts and how much you do are up 

to you. 

The focus is staying active while not killing yourself so that your body 

can be recovered and ready to crush another round!

Be sure to take your final first round progress pic and send it to 

Sugarysixpack@gmail.com!

©SugarySixPack

mailto:sugarysixpack@gmail.com
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Round two is  meant to be a little bit more intense than round one of The 

GFG. That being said, you can still go back and forth between guides!

They can be used together as a full 25 week guide or you can do the first 

guide a few times before moving on to the second and going through 

that a few times. It’s really up to you, what keeps you engaged and excited 

to workout!

If you want to keep the intensity up when going back to round one, keep 

the round two schedule by using one of your favorite total body or 

challenge days from round two. 

Example:

Monday: GFG 1 Lower body

Tuesday: GFG 1 Upper Body

Wednesday: GFG 1 Core/Cardio or HIIT/Abs (or active rest/abs)

Thursday: GFG 1 Total Body

Friday: HIIT Abs

Saturday: GFG 2 choice of Challenge or Total Body

You can also keep the longer circuit times from round two if you’d like 

more challenge. 
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The next 6 workout pages are Power Week! They are done on weeks 16, 

20 and 24! 

The workouts are set up differently than the usual GFG workouts and 

have some exercises you don’t see often so make sure you go over the 

directions and exercises before starting!

These weeks are meant to be tough and slightly different. Your body may 

be sore or feel a bit more tired this week. Take advantage of the abs only 

day on Wednesday! It’s there so that you body can have the necessary 

extra recovery! 

Remember, your body make progress during recovery time! Add some 

stretching, foam rolling, a light walk or yoga to the abs but not another 

intense workout!

You’ve got this!! Enjoy Power Week! :) 



12 Pulse Taps R&L 12 Step Ups R&L

15 Step Hops R&L

10 Anterior Reach Lunges R&L

10 Shift Squats R&L

The 4 Rounds Challenge. Set your timer for 32 minutes and see if you can get to 

4 Rounds!

12 Knee drive Lunges R&L

86
Tomorrow: Upper Body Challenge

(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(5)

(6)



10 Single Bent Rows R&L

8 Weighted Burpee Singles R&L

20 Plank Hop Ups

36 Press Jacks

8 Hold & Curls R&L

12 Switch Push Ups

87

The 4 Rounds Challenge. Set your timer for 30 minutes and see if you can get to 

4 Rounds!

Tomorrow: Mid Week Abs and  Recovery

(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(5)

(6)

12 Pike Push Ups

(7)



18 Reverse Crunch Pops

12 Clam Planks R&L

12 Sprinters R&L

18 Hip Hops

88Tomorrow: Total Body Singles Challenge

Three rounds as non stop as possible! No HIIT today!



6 OVHD Switch Lunges

10 Split Squat Curls R&L
10 Sit Squat Press R&L

10 Side Step Ups R&L

10 Side Lunges R&L

8 Renegade Rows R&L

89
Tomorrow: Cardio Challenge

The 4 Rounds Challenge. Set your timer for 32 minutes and see if you can get to 

4 Rounds!

(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(5)

(6)
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Close Press Jacks

Pop Overs

Weighted Burpee Jacks

Tap Ins Split Press

50 seconds work : 10 seconds rest x 4 - 5 Rounds

Pick a light weight!

Tomorrow: Total Body Challenge

(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(5)

Powr Week



12 Squat Front Raises

12 Sumo Pops

12 Squat Combos

20 Hop In Hop Ups

8 Sumo Reverse Press R&L

91
Tomorrow: Rest & Recover!

(1)

(2)

(5)

(4)

(6)

The 4 Rounds Challenge. Set your timer for 30 minutes and see if you can get to 

4 Rounds!

(7)

12 Chair Squats

14 Sphinx Plank Pops

(3)



15 Close Bridges

15 RDLs

20 Knee Taps

15 Wide Bridges
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20 Froggies

Rest up to 30 seconds after each round x3 Rounds
(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(5)



Single Leg Bridge R & L

Bent Leg Pulses R & L

Side Abductions R & L

Fire Hydrant Extension R & L

93

30 Second work : 5 seconds transition  x 3 Rounds(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)



15 Pulse Sits

15 Decline Single Bridges R&L

20 Chair Kickbacks R&L

15 Raised Single Leg Bridges R&L

94

Rest up to 30 seconds after each round x 3 Rounds(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)



Straight Pulses R&L

Scorpions R&L

Side Lifts R&L

Cross Lift R&L

95

30 Second work : 5 seconds transition  x 3 Rounds

(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)



Banded Wide Pulse

Banded Side Kick R&L

Banded Press Back R & L

Banded Straight Pull

96

Banded Bent Pull

30 Second work : 5 seconds transition  x 3 Rounds(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(5)
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101
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Option One



103

Option Two
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Option Three



105

Option Four



106

Option Five
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Hold each stretch for 30 seconds.



108

Hold each stretch for 30 seconds.



109
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Here is where you can find a description of each move! Be sure to check out 

the video tutorials at SugarySixPack.com in your members area!

Anterior Reach Lunges- Start with feet split wide, one forward one back and 

hips square (even). Lean forward and bend the front knee like you’re 

trying to reach the weights to your toes. Press through your front foot 

back to starting. Keep your abs engaged through this entire move. 

Banded Bent Pulls - Start seated with legs bent and together, the band 

right below your knees. Engage your abs and use hands for support 

while pressing legs out wide. 
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Banded Press Backs - Start with one foot planted, holding your weight and 

one bent. Band is right above your ankles. Kick back against the band 

and bring the leg to tap back before kicking back again.  

Banded Side Kicks - Start standing with legs slightly bent and band right 

above your knees. Shift your weight into one leg and kick the other 

straight out to the side. Tap back to center and kick again.

Glossaryj
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Banded Straight Pulls - Start seated with legs together and straight out in 

front of you, band below the knees.  Engage abs and use hands for 

support. Press legs out into a wide ‘V’ shape. 

Banded Wide Pulses - Start in a wide squat positon with a band above the 

knees. Squat down below 90 degrees then raise up slightly above 90 

degrees. Pulse up and down, don’t allow the band to pull your knees in. 

Glossaryj
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Bell Hops - Start on one side of the jump rope at your side (laid in a 

straight line), with feet together. Hop side to side over the jump rope/line. 

Bell Planks - Start in a forearm plank. Tap one leg out to the side and 

quickly bring it back to center as the other leg goes out to the side. 

Almost as if the leg coming in pushes the other leg out.

Glossaryj
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Bent Flys - Start with a slight bend in the knees, core tight and shoulder 

blades on your back. Bent at the hips and butt back slightly. With bent 

elbows hold weights together in front of your upper chest/neck, palms 

facing each other. Rotate weights straight out and up to shoulder level, 
elbows staying bent at the same angle through the movement. 

Bell Squats - With feet placed hip width, squat. Pressing up through the 

heels and balls of your feet, hop out to one side landing with feet 

together. Quickly bounce back to starting position, squat again and 

repeat on the other side. Alternate sides. 

Glossaryj
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Bent Rows - Slight bend in the knees, core tight and shoulder blades 

pulling together slightly. Bend at the hips allowing your arms to hang 

down from your shoulders. Being sure to engage your back muscles, pull 

the weight straight up towards your body, elbows heading straight back 

until the weight is about to your chest. 

Bent Leg Pulses - Start in an all fours position with one leg lifted to almost 

hip height and bent to 90 degrees. Press heel first up to the ceiling so 

that the leg raises right above the hip. Squeeze the glutes at the top. Abs 

are engaged so that you don’t dip your back. 

Glossaryj
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Bicycles - Lying on your back, pull in your core to lift your legs and  

shoulders slightly off the ground, hands by your ears. Bring one leg in 

towards your chest and twist your body towards it reaching the opposite 

elbow to knee. Other leg stays out straight hovering the ground. 

Alternate sides. 

Bike Legs - Lying on your back, pull in your core to lift your legs and 

shoulders slightly off the ground, hands by your ears. Bring one leg in to 

your chest while the other is hovering slightly off above the ground then 

switch leg positions. Repeat.

Glossaryj
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Boat Press - Start seated in boat position, leaning back until abs engage. 

Feet can be lifted for added challenge. Hold weights at chest level and 

press them out away from your body.

Burpees - Start in a full plank, hop your feet into your hands and jump up 

towards the ceiling. Landing softly, bring your hands back to the ground 

and jump your feet back into full plank position. 

Glossaryj
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Burpee Heel Taps- Start in a full plank. Jump your feet in towards your 

hands. Jump up to the sky brining your heels to tap while in the air. Land 

with feet in a squat stance, hands to the ground and hop your feet back 

to plank. 

Burpee Push Ups - Start in a full plank position plank before hopping your 

feet into your hands and jump up towards the ceiling. Landing softly, 

bring your hands back to the ground and jump your feet back into full 

plank.

Glossaryj
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Burpee Tucks - Start standing, bend down to place your hands on the floor, 

shoot your feet back into a plank, hop them back in towards your hands 

and jump up like you’re going back to standing but pull your knees up 

quickly into a tuck position before letting them back down to standing.

Chair Climbers - Start in a full plank position with feet planted on your 

chair, box, or bench. Quickly run your knees into your chest one at a time. 

Glossaryj
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Chair Extensions - Starting with feet and knees together, lower down into a 

squat in this position while rotating the weight forward to the front of 

your body as comfortable for balance (so you’re able to sit back further). 

As you raise back up allow weight to go to your sides.

Chair Flys - With the upper to mid part of your back rested on a stable 

chair/bench have your legs bent with feet under the knees and butt 

lifted so that your body is in a straight line from knee to shoulder. With 

your arms bent about 90 degrees, lower them to the side and raise 

them back together to meet above the center of your chest.

Glossaryj
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Chair Jacks- Starting with feet and knees together, squat. As you press up 

through your heels, hop and spread legs to the side as if you were 

landing in the wide position of a jumping jack. Quickly bounce back to 

starting position.

Chair Kickbacks - With hand resting on your chair, box or bench, bring 

one knee up so that it’s bent under your torso. Kick the leg back to 

straighten it, squeezing the glutes at the top. Abs are engaged 
throughout the movement!

Glossaryj
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Chair Squats - With your feet and knees touching and your arms holding 

weights at your side, sit back and down into a chair squat, allowing your 

arms to rotate the weights around in front of your body for balance. 

Drive back up through the heels allowing the weights to move back to 

your side

Chair to Sumos - Starting in a chair squat, jump up and land in a sumo 

squat position. Switch quickly back and forth. 

Glossaryj
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Chest Press- Start lying on the floor or a bench/box. Weights are wide 

out to the side with elbows angled slightly towards your feet(arms are 

more of a wide ‘V’ than a ‘T’). Press the weights up while twisting so that 

palms face each other when the weights meet above your chest.

Clam Planks - In a side plank position,, lift your top leg and extend the 

top arm in line with your body. While keeping your abs engaged, bring 

your hand and foot to meet in the middle. If they don’t quite meet it’s 

ok! 

Glossaryj
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Clap Crunches - Start lying down with legs in the air and arms reaching 

towards your feet. Use your abs to pull yourself up and clap your hands 

around your legs. Roll back down with as much control as possible.  

Close Bridges - With Feet and knees together and weight rested on your 

hips, tap your butt to the ground and use your glutes to squeeze up 

into a bridge position. Keep core engaged in this movement. 

Glossaryj
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Close Press Jacks - Start standing with a weight about chest level (holding 

one end of the weight with both hands) and feet together. Press the 

weight up to the sky while hopping feet out in a jumping jack motion. 

Bring weight back down while hopping feet in. Be sure the weight is in 
front of your face and not under your chin! 

Crescent Chairs - Starting in a chair squat and holding one weight at your 

chest, step one leg back into a lunge then bring it back to chair. Step the 

other leg back to a lunge then bring it back to chair, alternating legs. 

Glossaryj
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Cross Crunch Hops - Start standing with hands by your ears, elbows bent. As 

you raise one knee towards the opposite arm bend towards it with that 

elbow, go back to start and alternate sides. 

Cross Jacks - Start standing with feet together, hop them wide like you 

would for a jumping jack then quickly hop them back in crossing one 

foot in front of the other at the center. Quickly hop back wide. Switch 

foot crosses in front each time. 

Glossaryj
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Cross Lifts - Start in an all fours position with one leg lifted to hip height, 

glute engaged, and knee at 90 degrees. Cross your lifted leg over the leg 

on the floor to tap or almost tap the ground. Bring it back to starting 

with a squeeze at the top. 

Curl Side Curls - Start standing upright but not stiff with your arms in front 

of you holding weights with palms facing forward curl the weight up 

towards your shoulders. Lower back down, rotate your arms so that 

palms are facing out from your sides and side curl up towards your 

shoulders. Alternate front and side curl. 

Glossaryj
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Curl to Press Squats - Start with feet under hips and weights at your side. 

Squat down, as you press back up to standing curl the weights up to your 

shoulders. Once in a standing position, press them up towards the ceiling. 

The curl and press are hammer variation. 

Curtsey Curls - While doing a curtsey lunge start with hands at your side, 

palms facing away from your body while holding the weights. Keep them 

in this position until you begin pushing back up from your lunge. While 

you are pressing up through your front foot and slightly off of your back 

foot curl one weight up towards your shoulders for a side bicep curl. (if 

this causes you to lose balance at first complete the curl when you get 

back to center) then curtsey lunge to the other side. The side that lunged 

is also the side that curls! Alternating sides. 

Glossaryj
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Curtsey Lunges - Start standing with feet hip width apart, step one leg back 

and slightly across your body(about to the opposite side of your butt) 

lowering down into a lunge while the front knee bends to 90 degrees 

staying over the ankle. Press through the front leg and slightly off the 

back leg to come back to center then repeat other side. Alternating sides. 

Decline Single Bridges – Start with one foot planted on the edge of your 

chair, bench or box and your back resting on the floor. Press up through 

the planted leg like you’re trying to put your shoulders, hips and knee 

into a straight line. Really engaged the glute through the move and 

squeeze at the top.

Glossaryj
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Drop Lunges - Start standing with feet together. Splitting your legs, drop 

into a lunge sending one leg back and one leg forward so your front leg 

is 90 degrees and the back has a slight bend. Push through both feet to 

hop back to center. Alternate sides. 

Extended Crunches - Lying flat on your back arms extended overhead and 

legs extended straight out on the ground. Pull in with your core to lift 

your legs, arms and shoulders slightly off the ground. Crunch in to bring 

your hands to your knees and then extend back out flat. Light weight can 

be added (held in hands).

Glossaryj
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Fire Hydrant Extensions - Starting on all fours, with abs engaged, lift one leg 

out to the side, keeping it bent to 90 degrees. 

Forward Backward Hops - Start with feet together on one side of the jump 

rope/line, facing it. Hop forward and backwards over the jump rope/line.

Glossaryj
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Froggies - Start in the bottom of a sumo squat and pulse up hopping 

slightly off the ground. This is a small range of motion. You don’t come 

fully out of the bottom of the squat. Be sure to squeeze the glutes when 

hopping. 

Front Lunges - Starting with feet hip width and weights by your side or 

held at your shoulders, Step forward and sink down into a lunge 

position. Press back up to starting through the front foot. 
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Front Lunge Press - Starting with feet hip width apart and weights at your 

shoulders,  Lunge forward and press the weight up on the same side of 

the body. Press yourself back through your front foot and lower the 

weight to the shoulder as you come back to starting. 

Front Raises - Standing with a slight bend in the knees and core engaged, 

start with a single weight held in front of you, raise the weight to shoulder 

height. Arms are almost all the way straight, just keeping a tiny micro 

bend in the elbows so that your arms aren't still and locked out. 
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Heel Pops - Start lying on your back with legs pointed up towards the sky. 

Use your core to pop your heels up towards the sky, lifting your butt off 

of the mat (may not be high at first but its ok!).

Heel Tap Squats - Starting in a squat position, jump up and tap your heels 

together before landing. Land lightly as possible! Quickly jumping up 

again. 
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Heel Tap Sumos - Starting in a sumo squat position, jump up bringing your 

heels towards each other and towards your butt quickly before landing 

as softly as possible back in sumo position. 

High Knees - Drive one knee up as high as you can then the other- a lot 

like running in place. 
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High Knee Butt Kicks - Start with feet straddling the jump rope/line or with 

feet wider than hip width. Bring your knee up and towards the center of 

your body in a high knee run while also brining your heel up to kick your 

butt, repeat on the other side. Alternate as quickly as possible.  

High Knee Jump Rope - Run your knees as quickly as possible over the jump 

rope.
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High Knee Reaches - As quickly as possible, run your knees as high as you 

can while reaching for the opposite ankle. Be sure to keep your chest 

lifted and open through the movement.

High Pulse Hops - Start in a high squat position with feet slightly wider than 

hips. Raise up a few inches before sinking back down into a squat then 

hopping up. Land right back in a high squat and repeat.
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High Taps - Start facing the chair/stool with the ball of one foot on the 

edge. With a slight hop, switch positions of your legs. This is like a high 

knee run but you are making sure to tap up on the chair/stool each time. 

Hip Hops - Start lying on your back with legs straight and heels facing the 

ceiling. Shift your hips off center to one side. Use your lower abs to pull 

your butt up off of the ground and hop your hips across your body over 

to the other side. 
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Hip Lifts - In a forearm plank position, use your lower abs to pull your 

butt up towards the sky. Almost like you are going to press into a V 

position. Picture someone lifting you by your tailbone. 

Hip swivels - In a forearm plank position, dip one hip towards the floor, go 

back to center, then dip the other hip towards the floor.
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Hold & Curl - Start standing with a slight bend in the knees, core engaged 

with one arm holding the dumbbell at  a 90 degree angle and the other 

down & extended in front of you with palm facing away from your body. 

Curl through all the reps with the extended arm while the static arm 

holds. Switch arms. 

Hip Taps - Start in a side plank position with hips lifted slightly above 

‘straight’. Keep your abs engaged and working as you lower your hips to 

the ground or right above the ground and then raise back up to starting.
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Hop In Hop Ups - Start in a full plank position. Hop your feet in towards your 

chest then back out to plank position. Next hop them up towards your 

butt, allowing your weight to shift so that most of it is in your hands and 

your butt is almost facing the ceiling.

In & Out Climbers - In a full plank position, run each knee straight forward 

towards your elbows then out and forward towards the outside of your 

elbows. 
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In & Out Squats - Start in a chair squat hop up and out into a regular squat 

then hop up and back into a chair squat

Jump Rope - Swing the rope, hopping slightly off the ground when it 

comes to your feet allowing it to pass underneath and keep going 

around. 
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Kick & Curls - In a slightly bent stance, with abs engaged and chest lifted, 

complete a tricep kickback, palms facing your body. As you go back to 

starting position, rotate the weights so that you palms are facing up and 

complete a bicep curl. 

Knee Circle Planks - Start in a full plank position. Bring one knee straight 

up towards your elbow, then out to the side and back to starting 

position. Alternate sides. 
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Knee Drive Lunges  - Starting with feet hip width apart, step back into a 

lunge. Press through the front foot and hop, driving the back leg up 

towards the sky as you return to standing. 

Knee Taps - Lying on your stomach, squeeze/engage your glutes to lift 

your legs slightly off the floor with heels touching and knees wide (you 

can place a folded towel or matt under your hips as well for some height 

but remember to engage those glutes!). Move the knees as close 

together as you can, really engaging the glutes as you move them. Let 

your legs rest as little as possible. 
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Knee to Elbow Press Ups - Start face down on the floor. Press up off of the 

ground with your core tight and your body in one piece, rather than 

rolling up. At the top of the press up bring one knee out to the side and 

up towards the same side elbow. Replace the foot and repeat on the 

other side. 

Knee to Elbow Planks - In a forearm plank position, bring one knee out to 

the side and up towards the same side elbow. Alternate sides.
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Lat Backs - With a  slightly bent stance and abs engaged, allow the 

weights to hang straight down from your shoulders, palms facing in 

towards each other.. Press your arms straight back, keeping them straight 

besides a tiny micro bend so that they aren’t locked out.

Leg Climbers - Start lying on your back with feet planted on the ground 

and knees bent. Straighten one leg lifting it towards the sky. With arms 

reaching to the sky parallel to the lifted leg, roll up and reach for your 

foot. If you need to grab your knee to help raise yourself up. 
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Leg Raise Pops - Start with both legs hovering the ground, be sure not to let 

your lower back arch way off the ground. Raise both legs in the air until 

the soles of your feet are pointing to the sky. Then pop your heels 

towards the sky and your hips off of the ground. Lower back to the 

ground with control rather than a ‘plop’ down.

Legs Up Twists - Start lying down with your lower back pressed to the 

ground, keeping legs straight and soles of the feet to the sky. Reach with 

one arm to the outside of the opposite foot. Repeat on the other side.
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Lunge & Curls - Starting with legs hip width, step back and sink down into 

a lunge. Curl with the arm on the side of the back leg. Press back up 

through the front leg to standing. 

Lunge & Rows - Staring with legs hip width, step back and sink down into a 

lunge. With a tight core and upper body long, lean over your front leg 

and row. Press back up through your front foot. Be sure to keep your abs 

engaged and don’t allow your back or shoulders to arch or dip. Chest 

should be open. 
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Lunge Squat Lunges - Start at the bottom of a lunge, hop up and land in a 

squat, hop back up and land in a lunge on the opposite side. Repeat. 

Mountain Climbers - In a full plank position run your knees towards your 

elbows. Alternating sides. 
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Military Press Tucks- Start in a plank position with hands right under your 

shoulders. Lower down, elbows going back along your body rather than 

out (‘scraping your sides’). Press back up hop feet in to your hands and 

jump up bringing your knees up high into your body. 

Military Push Ups - Start in a plank position with hands right under your 

shoulders. Lower down, elbows going back along your body rather than 

out (‘scraping your sides’). 
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OVHD Switch Lunges - Start Standing with one weight at your side and the 

other lifted to the sky. Step back into a ‘step back lunge’, come back to 

center, then step forward into a ‘front lunge’. The same leg stays planted 

while the other goes forward and back.

OVHD Tris - Start standing with a weight held behind your head and 

elbows bent. Extend arms raising the weight towards the sky. Lower the 

weight back to the starting position. 
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Penguins - Lying on your back with your knees bent and feet planted on 

the floor, use your abs to lift your shoulders slightly off the ground. Reach 

towards one of your feet with the hand of the same side then repeat on 

the other side. Staying lifted the entire time.

Pause Burpees - Start in a plank position with a weight in each hand, palms 

facing each other. Hop your feet in and sit up and back into a squat, curl 

the weights here then press through the heels up to standing (keep your 

chest up and core strong) like you would during a burpee- minus the 

jump- then press the weights to the sky. Back down to start and repeat.
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Pike Heel Pops - Starting in an upside down ‘V’ or pike position with feet 

wider than hips and knees bent slightly. Pop up, shifting all of your weight 

into your upper body and allowing your legs to pop up and meet in the 

air before landing back in starting position. Engage your abs through the 

movement. They play a big role in allowing you to hold the popped-up 

position.

Pike Ins - Start in a full plank position and hop into an upside down ‘V’. 

Engage lower abs while doing this and keep legs less involved by 

allowing only a slight bend in them during the hop forward and back.
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Pike Jacks - Start in a forearm plank position and hop your legs in and 

wide so your body is in an upside down ‘V’. Your lower abs will help to lift 

your butt towards the sky

Pike Push Pops - Starting in a pike push up position (upside down V) with 

feet wide, bend your elbows to lower the crown of the head towards the 

ground and press back up. As soon as you’ve pressed back up to starting 

position, pop your feet off of the ground, tapping your heels together 

and landing wide.
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Pike Push Ups - Starting in a pike push up position (upside down V) with 

feet wide, bend your elbows to lower the crown of the head towards the 

ground, allowing the weight to shift into your upper body and press back 

up.

Plank - Forearms and toes on the ground to support you, use your core 

to keep your body in line. Belly button pulls towards the spine, heels pull 

back, head pulls forward and pelvis tilts slightly forward. Your body is 

long here. Be sure not to dip or arch your back. 
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Plank Cross- In a forearm plank position, bend one knee and reach it across 

and under your body towards the opposite elbow. Return to start.

Plank Hop Ups - Start in plank position with your feet up on a chair, box or 

bench (place them so you can’t over or undershoot). Hop your feet down 
then back up to starting. Use your abs to stabilize your torso. 
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Plank Jacks - In a full plank position jump feet out wide then back 

together.

Plank Jack Pops - Starting in a forearm plank position with feet wide, pop 

your feet off of the ground and tap your heels together before landing 

wide again.
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Plank Reach- In a side plank position, reach your top arm to the sky. Reach 

that same arm under your body. Keeping your abs engaged so that you 
stay in your side plank.  

Plank Tucks - In a full plank position with feet wider than hips, quickly pull 

your feet in towards your chest and shoot them back out, landing back in 

full plank.
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Plyo Lunges - Start in a lunge stance, jump up and switch which leg is in 

front while in the air to land in a lunge stance with the opposite leg 

forward. 

Plyo Push Ups- Start in a plank on your knees, fully extended. Abs should 

be engaged and torso should be long. Lower down in a knee push up, 

then press yourself away from and off of the ground. You can progress 

from your knees to full push up as you feel strong enough!
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Pop Crunches - Start lying on your back with knees bent and lifted at about 

90 degrees. Use your abs to pull your chest and knees together for a 

crunch. Your shoulders and butt should lift off of the ground.

Pop Overs - In a full plank position, move legs wide to one side, pop your 

feet off of the ground kicking them in towards your butt as you hop them 

across to the other side. Land back in a full plank and quickly pop over 

again.
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Pop Rows - Starting in a full plank position with hands wide, holding a 

dumbbell in each. Jump your feet up between your hands, sit back so 

your weight shifts into the heels and balls of your feet then row. Use your 

back to pull your arms back along your body and up. Set weights back 

on the ground and pop back into starting position.

Press & Rows - Starting in a full plank position, gripping a dumbbell in each 

hand, Complete a push up then jump your feet up between your hands, 

sit back so your weight moves into the heel and ball of your foot, staying 

bent but with your chest lifted, and row. Set weights back on the ground 

and pop back into starting position.
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Press Ups- Start lying face down on the ground with hands slightly 

hovering in push up positon. Press yourself up to full plank. Keep abs 

engaged so that you keep good plank form through the move!

Press Jacks- Start standing with a weight about chest level (holding one 

end in each hand) and feet together. Press the weight up to the sky while 

hopping feet out in a jumping jack motion. Bring weight down while 

hopping feet back in. Be sure the weight is in front of your face and not 

under your chin! 
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Press Up Tuck Ins - Start lying on the ground face down and feet wider than 

your hips, press up to a full plank before hopping your feet in and 

together at your chest and shooting them back out quickly to starting 

position.

Pulse Lunge - Start standing with 2 weights at your side or one heavier at 

your chest. Step back and sink down into a lunge. Press mainly through 

the front heel and a little through the back toes to the top of the lunge. 

Then sink back down. Raise back to starting position pressing through the 

front foot more than off the back toes. 
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Pulse Sit - In front of a chair, box or bench, squat down to lightly tap the 

chair with your butt then use your glutes to raise up a few inches before 

lowering back down to tap the chair. Pulse up and down, it’s a small 

movement. Don’t rest on the chair here!  

Pulse Squats - Starting with feet slightly wider than hip width, hold the 

weight at your shoulders, squat back and down. Make sure that weight is 

in your heels. Come halfway up, sink back down to the bottom of a squat, 

then come back to starting.
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Pulse Taps - Starting towards the edge of your chair, box or bench, lower 

into a high squat position with your weight mostly in the inside leg. Lower 

down to tap your outside foot to the floor. The range of motion here will 

depend on what you are comfortable with! You can definitely start with 

no weight if you want to test and build up your balance. 

Raised Sphinx Planks - Start in a full plank with your feet up on a stool, 

chair or bench(the higher up your feet are the harder it will be), lower 

down to one elbow then the other. Then press back up to full plank one 

arm at a time. 
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RDLs - Start standing with weights held in front of you. Abs are engaged 

through this whole movement to support your back. Hips go back and 

knees bend slightly as you lower the weights along your legs. Keep your 

upper body long and abs almost in a very slight ‘crunch’. Lower down to 

your knees or slightly below. If you feel your lower back start to dip 

you’ve gone past your range of motion. Pull yourself back up to 

standing with your glutes and hamstrings. Start light here. Really focus 

on practicing the move and engaging the glutes.  

Renegade Rows - In a plank position with 2 weights by your hands, grab 

one and row (pull it straight back elbow heading towards the sky) in this 

position. Set it back down and repeat on the other side. This can be done 

on one or both knees at first if needed. Alternate sides. 
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Reverse Crunches - Start lying on your back with knees bent and feet on the 

floor. Crunch your knees in towards your chest, using your abs to pop 

your butt off of the ground. Keep abs engaged as you lower back to 

starting.

Reverse Crunch Pops - Start lying on your back with knees bent and feet on 

the floor. Crunch your knees in towards your chest then pop your feet 

towards the sky straightening your legs and raising your hips off the floor 

then lower back to start. 
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Reverse Rows - Slight bend in the knees, core tight and shoulder blades 

on your back. Bend at the hips allowing your arms to hang down from 

your shoulders with palms facing away from you. Pull the weight straight 

up towards your body, elbows heading straight back until the weight is at 

your torso. 

Roll Ups - Start lying on your back with arms pointing straight up towards 

the sky, holding a light weight or with clasped hands. Push the weight 

towards the sky and roll up to a seated position with arms extended 

overhead, controlled roll back down to start. 
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Russian Twists - Start seated with knees bent and a light weight in hands 

(or hands clasped), lift feet slightly off the floor and turn to one side 

tapping the weight to the ground then back through center to the other 

side. Follow the weight from side to side with your face. Alternate sides. 

Scissors - Start lying on your back with one leg hovering the ground and 

the other pointed straight up with the sole of the foot facing the ceiling. 

Hold for a beat and then switch the position of your legs so that the one 

that was raised is now hovering the ground and the one hovering the 

ground is now raised.. 
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Scissor Reaches - Start lying on your back with one leg hovering the 

ground and the other pointed straight up with the sole of the foot facing 

the ceiling. Hold for a beat and reach one arm to the opposite leg. Then 

switch the position of your legs so that the one that was raised is now 

hovering the ground and the one hovering the ground is now raised and 

reach with the opposite arm across your body. 

Scorpions - Start on all fours. Raise one bent leg off of the ground, keep 

your toe pointed. Twist the leg with toe pointed up and across your body, 

squeezing the glute. Bring leg back to staring position. Abs engaged. 
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Shift Squats - Start standing with feet in a squat stance. Shift one foot out 

wider so that most of your weight is in the foot still in squat position. 

Squat down mainly using the ‘squat’ leg and having the wide leg there 

for support. Press back up through the squat leg to standing. Shift feet 

to switch sides unless noted specifically R&L in a workout. In that case, 

do all on one side before switching.

Shifting Front Taps - Start behind a jump rope or line of some sort ( if it 

needs to it can be imaginary) quickly tap one foot forward then the other 

while shifting to one side. Once you reach the end of the line or have 

gone a few steps one direction, front tap back the other direction.
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Side Lying Abductors - Start lying on your side with your bottom leg bent 

and the top leg straight (weight is optional). Lift the top leg making sure 

to squeeze the glute at the top.  

Side Curl to Press - Start standing with arms by your side, holding weights 

with palms facing forward and slightly out to the side. Curl up to your 

shoulders then, leaving the weights in ‘hammer’ position (ends facing 

forward and back rather than side to side) press up towards the sky. 

Lower with control. 
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Side Lifts - Start in an all fours position with one leg straight and out 

halfway between straight out to the side and straight back. Lift and lower 

the leg, squeezing at the top.

Side Lunges - Start with feet together, holding the weight/s at your chest. 

Step out to one side. Starting by sending your hips back, sit back and 

down, making sure that you only step out far enough that your knee and 

ankle line up laterally.  Alternate unless marked R&L.
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Side Plank - Stacked feet and bottom forearm are on the ground to 

support you. Stay long, abs pulled in and your body in a line.

Side Plank Rows - In a side plank position, hold a weight in your tap hand, 

allowing it to rest on the ground. Make sure that you keep your plank 

strong. Row the weight, pulling straight  up to the sky.  
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Side Step Ups - Start standing on one side of the chair, box or bench, 

holding your weights at your chest. Side step up onto the chair. 

Controlled lower back to the ground. Repeat one side before switching.

Single Bent Rows - Start in bent row position with abs engaged, hips back, 

and weights hanging from your shoulders. Being sure to engage your 

back muscles, pull the weight straight up towards your body, elbows 

heading straight back until the weight is about to your chest. Lower with 

control and switch sides
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Single Leg Bridges - Start Lying on your back with one foot on the ground 

and one leg in the air. Press through the foot on the ground to raise your 

hips towards the sky until your shoulders to your knee is in a straight line. 

Single Thrusters - Start in a squat position with feet slightly wider than hip 

width and weights held at shoulders in a hammer position. Squat down. 

Press through the heels back up to standing and press one of the weights 

towards the sky. Alternate sides. 
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Single Vs - Start lying on your back with arms reaching towards the sky. 

Really focus on using your abs (your hip flexors and quad may fire some 

as well) to pull up to seated while brining one leg up to meet your hands. 

Alternate legs.

Sit Squats - Start seated in a chair with a weight held at your chest and 

close to your body (or with no weight). Use one leg to press yourself up 

to a standing position then lower yourself back down to the chair/bench 

with control trying not to ‘plop’ down. *The other leg can be stretched out 

with the heel lightly on the ground for balance or hover right above the ground 

for extra challenge.
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Sit Squat Press - Start seated in a chair with weights held at your 

shoulders. Use one leg to press yourself up to a standing position then 

press the weight in the opposite arm towards the ceiling. Lower yourself 

back down to the chair/bench with control trying not to ‘plop’ down. 

Lower weight back to your shoulder. 

Skate Squats - Starting with feet slightly wider than hips, squat down. 

When hopping back up, send your leg back and across your body like 

you’re landing in the bottom of a curtsey lunge (you aren’t trying to 

cover distance horizontally here like in skaters). Hop back up to 

starting/squat position, pressing mainly through your front leg. Then 

skate to the other side (skate right, squat, skate left) Alternate sides unless 

otherwise noted that day!
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Skaters - Start in the bottom of a ’curtsey’ lunge (sink down into a lunge 

with one leg reaching back and across to the other side of the body) with 

the opposite hand reaching for the front foot.  Hop laterally and land in 

the same position, opposite leg in front. 

Sphinx Plank Burpees - Start in a forearm plank and press yourself up to a 

full plank one arm at a time. Once there, hop your feet into your hands 

and jump up towards the ceiling. Landing softly, bring your hands back 

to the ground and jump your feet back into full plank position. Lower 

down to a forearm plank one arm at a time. Alternate which arm presses 

up first. 
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Sphinx Plank Pops - Start in a forearm plank with feet wider than hips and 

press yourself up to a full plank one arm at a time. Once there, hop feet 

up and together in the air then back out to wider than hips. Land softly 

as possible. Abs engaged and working here!

Spin Squats - Start by squatting down to tap the ground, hop back up and 

spin to face the opposite direction, landing in a squat to tap the new side 

before continuing back and forth. 
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Split Press - Start on the balls of your feet with feet together, knees slightly 

bent and weight at your chest (not so close that you’ll hit your face on the 

press up). Hop your feet apart (one forward and one back) while pressing 

the weight towards the sky. Then hop them together again bringing the 

weight back to center. Switch which foot hops forward each time.

Split Squats - Start with legs split, one stepped forward and the other 

stepped back, keeping hips square (level with each other) so that when 

you sink down, you’re in the bottom of a lunge with your front knee at 90 

degrees. The back is around 90 as well. Feet stay planted through the 

entire movement, you’re sinking down into a lunge and pressing back up 

to a split stance. Weights hang at your sides. All one side then the other. 
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Split Squat Curls - Start in split squat stance (one foot forward and one 

back so that you can sink down into a lunge with front knee at 90 

degrees) with weights held at your sides. Sink down into a split squat and 

curl the weight on the same side as the back leg on the way up to 

standing. Feet stay planted. All one side then the other.

Split Squat Hops - Start in the bottom of a lunge, front leg at 90 degrees. 

Hop up, landing in the same position.  
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Sprinters - Start lying on your back with arms by your side and legs 

extended on the floor.  Use your abs to pull yourself up to seated while 

bringing in and bending one knee to almost meet your torso. Lower 

back down with control and repeat on the other side. Alternate sides. 

Squats - With feet slightly outside of your hips and facing forward. Start 

by pushing the hips back and sinking them down into a squat position 

and driving back up through the heels to standing. Chest stays open and 

weight is not in the toes.
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Squat Curls- Start with feet under hips, holding dumbbells at your side, 

palms facing you. Squat down. Press back up and curling the weights to 

your shoulders. Lower the weights back to the start.

Squat Combos - Start standing with feet slightly wider than hip width and 

holding the dumbbells in a hammer position ( palms facing the sides of 

the body) with elbows bent to a 90 degree hold. Squat down and press 

back up to standing. When you get back to standing complete a tricep

kick back then bring the weights back to starting position.
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Squat Crunches - Start in the bottom of a squat. Hop up, quickly bringing 

one knee up and twisting towards it into a cross body crunch. Keep your 

chest open here! Alternate sides.

Squat Front Raises - Start standing, holding your weight in front of you 

with arms straight down. Feet right outside your hips. Press your hips 

back then sink your butt down. Before going back to start, raise the 

weight to shoulder height, lower it back to starting position and then 

drive up through the heels back to standing. 
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Squat Jacks - Start in a squat, hop up and bring your feet together then 

immediately hop back down into a squat. 

Squat Jack Press - Start in a squat with one weight at your chest, hop up 

and bring your feet together, pressing the weight towards the sky as you 

do this. Then immediately hop back down into a squat bringing the 

weight back down to your chest. 
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Squat Jumps - Start in a squat and jump up, landing back in a squat 

position. 

Squat Marches - Start standing with feet slightly wider than hips. Send your 

hips back and sink down into a squat. Press back up to standing gradually 

shifting the weight to one leg and bringing the other up knee up to 90 

degrees as you go. Place the foot back down and repeat on the other 

side. 
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Squat Pops - Start in a plank position with a weight in each hand, palms 

facing each other. Hop feet up to surround the weights and sit back into 

the bottom of a squat. Press up through the heels to standing, making 

sure to keep your abs in tight.

Squat Side Kicks - Start standing with feet slightly wider than hips, holding 

the weights at your chest. Sink down into a squat. On the way back up 

begin shifting most of your weight into one of your legs so that when you 

get back to standing you immediately lift the other leg up and out to the 

side. Actively engage your glute here. Place foot back down and repeat 

on other side. Alternate sides.
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Squat to Swimmers Press - Start standing with feet slightly wider than hip 

width and weights held at your chest, palms facing you. Squat down, 

press back up to standing and press the weights to the sky, twisting them 

as you press so that your palms are facing out by the time you’re at the 

top of the press.

Squat Twists - Start by squatting down. As you hop back up, twist so that 

your chest stays facing mostly forward and your hips and legs twist to 

one side. Hop your feet quicly back to starting before squatting and 

repeating on the other side.   
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Star Hops - Start standing with feet together knees slightly bent in a half 

squat and arms at your chest. Hop your feet wide while shooting your 

arms out and up to the sides so that you’re in a star shape. Then quickly 

bring everything back to start. These are quick hops. 

Starfish - Start lying on your back legs and arms laid out so that you’re in 

the shape of a star. Use your core to pull into a seated position, arms raise 

up and around to wrap around knees that are bending and coming into 

the body. Then release back to start. 
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Step Back Lunges - Start holding the dumbbell/s at about chest height and 

close to your body, feet together. Step one leg back and sink down into a 

lunge. Raise back to start using mainly the front leg to press you up 

(rather than pushing mostly off the back foot). 

Step Hops - Place one foot up on your chair, box or bench with most of 

your weight in it. Press up through the foot to hop in the air and land 

softly back to starting. The same leg is up the entire time here. 
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Step Overs - Start on one side of the chair/bench. Side step up on to the 

chair and hop that same foot over to the other side of the chair/bench, 

leaving the opposite foot on top of it. Do the same thing back the other 

direction.  Alternate directions.

Step Ups - Start standing in front of the chair/bench, facing it, holding the 

weight/s at your chest or one in each hand at your side. Use one leg to 

step yourself up onto the chair/bench so that both feet are planted. Step 

back down with the same foot leaving the opposite foot on the chair to 

step up with.
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Step Up Curls - Start standing in front of the chair/bench, facing it, holding 

the weights one in each hand at your side. Use one leg to step yourself 

up onto the chair/bench so that both feet are planted. While doing this 

curl the weights towards your shoulders and release back down once on 

the chair/bench.. Step back down with the same foot leaving the 

opposite foot on the chair to step up with. Alternate sides. 

Step Up Hops - Start standing in front of the chair/bench/stool, facing it with 

one leg planted on the chair/bench/stool. Drive up through that leg and 

hop up to switch foot positions landing with the opposite foot on the 

chair/bench/stool  Alternate sides.  
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Straight Pulses - Start in an all fours position. Lift one leg to right below 

hip height, keeping it straight. Pulse the leg to right above hip height, 

squeezing at the top.

Sumo Crosses - Starting in a sumo stance with feet wide, squat down. When 

hopping back up, bring feet to cross under your body. Quickly pop back 

out to a sumo squat. Alternate which foot goes forward in the cross.   
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Sumo Front Raises - Start standing, holding your weight in front of you with 

arms down. Feet wide in a sumo stance. Sink down into a sumo squat. 

Press through the heels back up to standing then raise the weight to 

shoulder height, lower it back to starting position. 

Sumo Jacks - Start in a sumo squat, hop up and bring your feet together 

then immediately hop back down into a sumo squat. 
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Sumo Jumps - Start in a sumo squat (wide stance, feet pointed out about 

45 degrees-in line with the direction your knees point) and jump up, 

landing back in a sumo squat position. 

Sumo Pops - Start in a plank position with weights placed close together. 

Hop your feet forward to the weights in a wide/sumo stance and sink 

your butt down into the bottom of a squat position. Press up through the 

heels to standing. 
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Sumo Press Jacks - Start in a sumo squat position, holding a weight at 

chest height. Hop up, bringing your feet together at center and pressing 

the weight to the sky. Quickly hop your feet back out and sink down to a 

sumo squat while bringing the weight back to chest height.

Sumo Pulse Squats - In a sumo stance, squat down, press up half way and 

then squat all the way down again before coming back up to standing. 

Pressing through the heels and balls of your feet to come up. 
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Sumo Reverse Press - Start in a sumo stance holding weights at your chest, 

palms facing you. Squat down and press back up to standing. As you 

near being back to a standing position, begin to press one of the weights 

to the sky. The palm still faces your body through the movement. Your 

arm does not need to straighten completely here, there will be a slight 

bend in the elbow. Alternate sides.  

Sumo Squats- Start with feet wider than your hips and toes pointed out 

about 45 degrees (lined up with the direction your knees are pointing). Sit 

back and down into a squat in this position. Make sure your knees and 

ankles line up at the bottom. 
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Sumo Upright Rows- Start in a sumo position, holding a kettle bell or 2 

weights with arms hanging down in front of you. Lower into a sumo squat 

and as you rise back up, pull the weights straight up towards your chin, 

keeping elbows higher than your hands. Only raise to shoulder height or 

very slightly above. 

Switch Hops - Start with feet split, one slightly in front of your body and the 

other slightly behind (you can use a jump rope as a line if it helps). Hop 

up, lifting your knees and quickly switching which foot is in front. 
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Switch Push Ups - Start with one arm in a military push up position (elbow 

pointing back and arm along your body) and the other arm in a regular 

push up position, knees on the ground. You are still fully extend here, abs 

should be engaged holding you in a ‘knee plank’. Press yourself up off of 

the ground so that you can switch hand positions before landing with 

them switched. 

Switch Rows - Start in a plank position gripping weights under shoulders. 

Bring one leg forward between the weights and row. Shift your weight 

into your hands and pop your lower body up to switch leg positions 

before rowing again. 
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Switch Squats - Start in a chair squat position, sink down and press back 

up through your heels for a chair squat. Step out to one side and sink 

down into a regular squat, step back to chair position and squat then 

step out to the other side and sink into a regular squat then come back 

to chair. Each squat is one rep.

Tap Backs - Seated in a boat position with feet lifted slightly off the ground 

and hands at your chest. Twist back and tap the ground behind you. 

Come back to center and twist back and tap the other direction. Alternate 
sides.
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Tap Ins - Start with feet split on either side of your dumbbell or designated 

item for tapping. Tap one foot in to touch the weight then send it back to 
starting while bringing in the other to tap the weight, switch quickly. 

Tap Crunches- Start lying on your back with legs lifted and knees bent to 90 

degrees. Keeping your abs engaged and lower back pressed to the floor, 

lower your heels to tap the ground then bring your knees in and lift your 

shoulders off the ground for a crunch. Use your lower abs to pop your 

butt off of the ground slightly here, bringing knees and closer chest 

together. 
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Three Way Hops - With your jump rope in a ‘V’ shape. Start with the jump 

rope/line at your side. Hop with feet together, from one side, to the 

middle, to the other side and back. 

Tires - Start with hands together in front of you. Quickly lift one knee up 

and to the side and turn towards it with your upper body and hands. 

Then quickly lower it and raise the opposite leg and do the same. 
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Tri Dips - Place hands on the seat of a chair with fingers facing towards 

you. Lower yourself until your elbows reach 90 degrees then push 

yourself back up. 

Tri Dip Crunches - Place hands on the seat of a chair with fingers facing 

towards you. Lower yourself until your elbows reach 90 degrees then 

push yourself back up. As your press back up to start, bring one of your 

knees in to crunch towards your body. Place the leg back down and start 

again. Alternate crunch legs each rep.
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Tri Kicks - Start with abs engaged, hips slightly pushed back and knees 

slightly bent. Elbows are bent pointing straight back and held high. 

Extend your arms, kicking the weights back so that your arm is almost 

straight. 

Tuck Jumps - Start with hips back knees bent slightly and ready to jump 

up into the air. As you jump up, bring your hands to about hip level and 

pull your knees up towards your hands. Land softly on the balls of your 

feet. 
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Upright Rows - Holding a kettlebell or 2 weights with arms hanging down 

in front of you. Pull the weights straight up towards your chin, keeping 

elbows higher than your hands. The range of motion should end at 

shoulder height or just barely above. Slowly lower back down.

V Climbers - In a full plank position, run your knees towards the outside of 

your elbows. 
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V Roll Ups - Start lying on your back with hands reaching to the sky and 

legs in a ‘V’ position. Use your abs to help you roll up to a seated 

position and reach to one of your feet. Alternate sides. 

V Twists - Start lying on your back with legs up in the air, spread into a 

wide ‘V’ positon with heels towards the sky. With a crunch motion, reach 

your hand across your body to your opposite foot. Come back to center 

and reach the other way.
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V Ups - Start lying on your back with hands reaching to the sky. Use your 

abs to pull you up to a seated position, making almost a ‘V’ with your 

body. 

Walk Overs - Start on one side of the chair, holding weights at your sides. 

Side step up onto the chair then side step down to the opposite side of 

the chair, leaving the foot closest to the chair on it to start the side step 

back to the other side.  
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Weighted Burpee Singles - Start in a plank position with a weight in each 

hand, palms facing each other. Hop your feet in and raise up to standing 

(keep your chest up and core strong) like you would during a burpee-

minus the jump- curl one weight towards your shoulders then press it to 

the sky. Back down to start and repeat. Alternate sides unless specified 

R&L.

Weighted Burpees - Start in a plank position with a weight in each hand, 

palms facing each other. Hop your feet in and raise up to standing (keep 

your chest up and core strong) like you would during a burpee- minus 

the jump- curl the weights towards your shoulders then press them to 

the sky. Back down to start and repeat.
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Weighted Burpee Jacks - Start in a plank position with hands gripping 

weights, palms facing each other. Hop feet in to surround the weights 

and sit back into the bottom of a squat before hopping up and brining 

your feet together at the center of your body (like you would in a sumo 

jack or squat jack). Quickly hop feet back out and go back to starting 

plank position.

Weighted Burpee Hops - Start in a full plank with weights in hands. (light 

weight). Hop your feet in towards your hands and sit back into a squat 

with weight in your heels. With core tight, jump into the air. Land softly on 

the balls of your feet, bring weights back to the ground and hop back to 

full plank.
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Weighted Swim Burpee - Start in a plank position with a weight in each 

hand, palms facing each other. Hop your feet in and raise up to standing 

(keep your chest up and core strong) like you would during a burpee-

minus the jump- curl the weights towards your shoulders then press 

them to the sky, rotating them so that your palms are facing out at the 

top. Back down to start and repeat.

Wide Bridges - Start with your upper back (around shoulder blade area 

where it’s most comfortable for you) on a chair or bench, feet on the 

floor in a wide position and weight at your hips. Press through your feet 

to drive your hips to the sky until your shoulders, hips and knees are in a 

line. Feet should line up under the knees when in the raised position of 

the bridge. Weight should be out of your toes through this movement.  
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Wide Rows - Slight bend in the knees, core tight and shoulder blades on 

your back. Bend at the hips allowing your arms to hang down from your 

shoulders. Weights held so that your palms are facing you. Pull the 

weight straight up towards the sky, until the weight is about to your 

chest. Be sure to activate and focus on using your back muscles in the 

movement. Elbows go wide.

Wood Chops - Start lying on your back with legs extended straight out on 

the floor and hands extended towards the sky, palms together. Use your 

core (and momentum from arms if needed) to rise your torso up to 

meet one knee as it bends in, twist towards that knee bringing your arms 

across it to towards the floor on that side. 
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I hope you’ve enjoyed the Get Fit Guide! If you want to contact me 

here’s where to go! ☺

Send Progress pictures to SugarySixPack@gmail.com

#TheGetFitGuide #GFGJourney and tag @SugarySixPack on 

Instagram

Find me on Instagram, Twitter and YouTube @SugarySixPack

Videos of each move: SugarySixPack.com

http://www.sugarysixpack.com/get-fit-guide-members-area/

